A locally compact group G is said to have the fixed point property if whenever G acts affinely on a compact convex subset 5 of a separated locally convex space E with the map GX.S-»5 jointly continuous, there is a fixed point for the action.
1. Introduction. Let G be a locally compact group, G is said to have the fixed point property if whenever G acts affinely on a compact convex subset S in a separated locally convex space E with the map GXS->S (denoted by (x, s)-*Tx(s)) jointly or separately continuous,2 there is a point SoES such that Tx(s0) =So for any xEG. N. Rickert [16] has proved that G is amenable iff G has the above fixed point property.
In this paper, we consider (analogous) fixed point properties for actions of the group algebra 2Li(G) and the measure algebra M(G) (of all bounded regular Borel measures on G). It turns out that they are both characterisations of amenability of G. For general terms in harmonic analysis, we follow Hewitt and Ross [lO] . This paper is actually a sequel to the author's paper [20 ] and we shall freely employ the notations and definitions there.
Preliminaries.
Let G be a locally compact group, Lj(G) its group algebra (with convolution as multiplication), M(G) its measure algebra (of all bounded regular Borel measures on G), E a separated locally convex space. An action of 7,i(G) on £ is a homomorphism T of 7,i(Ct) into the algebra (under functional composition as multiplication) of all linear operators in E. Thus we have a bilinear mapping Li(G)XE-^E denoted by (<p, s)^>T<¡,(s) such that T= T<t,o T^îorany<p,}peLi(G).
Similarly we can define an action M(G) on E. Let 3 be any topology on Li(G) (M(G)), we say that an action T of Li(G) (M(G)) on E is 3-separately continuous if the map Li(G)XE->E (M(g)XE->E) is separately continuous when 7,i(G) (M(G)) has the topology 3.
Let 5 be a compact convex subset of E, we say that S is P(G)-invariant under the action Li(G) XE-+E if T^(S)ES for any <pEP(G) = {<pELi(G): <pèO, ||f/>||i = l}. If Mo(G) is the set of probability measures in M(G) (pEM0(G) iff p^O and ||ju|| = 1). We say that S is Mo(G)-invariant under the action M(G)XE-+E if T"(S)ES for any pEMo(G). In the first case, T induces an action of the convolution semigroup P(G) on the compact convex subset S (as affine maps now) still denoted by T:P(G)XS->S.
In the second case, T induces an action T:Mo(G) XS->S of the convolution semigroup MB(G) on S. We shall refer to them as the induced actions.
Recall that a linear subspace X of L"(G) is said to be topological 
is continuous for fixed <p since 1$ is w*-co* continuous. Now take S to be the set of all means in X*. Then 5 is co* compact convex and is P(G)-invariant under the cr(Z,i, X)-separately continuous action T:Li(G) X£-»£ defined above. Consequently, if we assume (b), the induced action T:P(G)XS->S must have a fixed point which is a topological left invariant mean on X. Therefore (b) implies (a). (iii) Notice that if the action T:Li(G)XE^>E is cr(7,i, LM) separately continuous, then a fortiori it is separately continuous (i.e. when 7,i(G) has the norm topology). The converse might not be true. However, one can eliminate this apparent setback by considering the weak topology in E. Thus if the action T:Li(G) XE->E is separately continuous, then it is also <r(7,i, Lx)-separately continuous when E has the topology a(E, E*) [18, Proposition 13, p.
39].
Consequently fixed point property with respect to a(Li, 7,«,)-separately continuous action and fixed point property with respect to separately continuous action are equivalent (compact subsets of E remain compact in cr(7i, E*) topology).
(iv) Theorem 3.1 is "more general" than Rickert's fixed point theorem [17, Theorem 4.2, p. 227] in the sense that it applies to any topological left introverted subspace X of LX(G), for example X = LX(G) itself or X= UCBT(G) the space of all bounded right uniformly continuous functions on G, while Rickert's theorem concerns only UCBr(G).
We naturally expect Theorem 3.1 to have an analogue for actions of M(G). For general X, there is the difficulty of finding an analogous topology for M(G) corresponding
to the topology a(Li, X) of Li(G). However, when X = LX(G), we have the following theorem. Proof. In view of Theorem 3.2 (when X =L"(G)) and Remark
(iii), it is clear that (a) implies (b).
Next assume (b) and let T:M(G)XE-*E be any separately continuous action of M(G) on E. Since Li(G) is a subalgebra of M(G), the restriction T:Li(G)XE->E is a separately continuous action of Z-i(G) on E. If 5 is a compact convex MQ(G)-invariant subset of E, then S is clearly P(G)-invariant since P(G)EM0(G). Therefore the induced action T:P(G) XS-+S must have a fixed point (by assumption (b)) which is necessarily a fixed point of T:M0(G) XS-*S since P(G) is an ideal of M0(G) (as convolution semigroup).
Hence (b) implies (c).
Finally assume (c) and we want to prove (a) Conversely, if we assume, in addition, that X is an abstract M space (e.g. X=LX(G)), then X admits a topological left invariant mean if X has the above "invariant extension property."
Proof. Consider the induced action 7,i(G) X M*->M* which sends (</>, p) to T$p. As remarked before, this action is a(7,i, .2Q-separately continuous when M* has the weak* topology. Let S= {pEM*\p is a mean on M and p extends v}. 5^0
by the Hahn-Banach Theorem. In fact 5 is a weak* closed convex subset of the unit ball in M* and is therefore weak* compact. We claim that T^,(S)ESîor any <pEP(G). Conversely, assume that X is also an abstract i!7-space and that X has this "invariant extension property," we can take M = X and define a right action Li(G)XM^M by T^f) =/«/= (\/X)d>~ *f, fEX and <peLi(G). We claim that it is o(Li, X)-weakly separately con- 
